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Not at all 
prevalent

Not too 
prevalent

Moderately 
prevalent

Very 
prevalent

Q8IRNa. Here is a list of things that may be prevalent in our country. Please tell me 
if you think it is very prevalent, moderately prevalent, not too prevalent, or not at 

all prevalent. Conflict between religious groups.

Iran 100734212514

TotalDK/Ref.
No influence 

at all
Not too much 
influence

Some 
influence

Large 
influence

Q15. In your opinion, how much influence should religious leaders (IRN:  religious 
figures)  have in political matters? A large influence, some influence, not too much 

influence or no influence at all?

Iran 100411192640

TotalDK/Ref.
Not at all 
closely

Not too 
closely

Somewhat 
closely

Very closely

Q68. How closely, if at all, do the laws in our country follow the sharia? Would you 
say very closely, somewhat closely, not too closely or not at all closely?

Iran 10053104537

TotalDK/Ref.OpposeFavor

Q80. Do you favor or oppose the implementation of 
sharia law, or Islamic law in our country?

Iran 10021583

TotalDK/Ref.
Do not exist 

(VOL.)
Not at all 
concerned

Not too 
concerned

Somewhat 
concerned

Very 
concerned

Q85. How concerned, if at all, are you about extremist religious groups in our country these days? 
Are you very concerned, somewhat concerned, not too concerned or not at all concerned about 

extremist religious groups?

Iran 10010141335199

TotalDK/Ref.
Not at all 
prevalent

Not too 
prevalent

Moderately 
prevalent

Very 
prevalent

Q87IRN. How prevalent  is the problem, if at all, of tensions between Sunnis and 
Shia in our country? Is this problem very prevalent, moderately prevalent, not very 

prevalent or not prevalent at all?

Iran 100162239167

TotalDK/Ref.
Not at all 
prevalent

Not too 
prevalent

Moderately 
prevalent

Very 
prevalent

Q88IRN. How prevalent  is the problem, if at all, of tensions between Muslims who 
are very religious and Muslims who are not very religious in our country?  Is this 

problem very prevalent, moderately prevalent, not very prevalent, or not prevalent 
at all?

Iran 100710393014
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